


Speaking 
Every letter must be the first in the new words.

U – union
K – kitten
R – river

A – animals
I – institute
N – nation

 E – energy

Adjective introduction
Everybody says one word describing the country using only adjectives.

   E.g. Ukraine is big, rich, beautiful…Who will be the last one?

Odd man out
Discover what item does not fit. 

1) You have 4 words, one of them differs. Find it and explain the difference
   E.g. country, river, land, state – river because it’s a part of nature, not a place we live in.

Culture,habits, traditions, customs.
People, population, capital, nation.

Forests, mountains, valleys, territory 
Coloring



The national emblem of Ukraine 
is a gold trident on an azure 

background. In ancient times it was 
the dynastic coat of arms of the 
Kyivan princes. It is derived from 

three spears of the sea god, 
Poseidon, put since Christianity it 
has symbolized the Holy Trinity.
With the blue-and-yellow flag for 

many years the trident sym bolized 
the aspirations of the Ukrainian 

people for freedom and 
independence.



The state Hymn of Ukraine is 
a national hymn on music of 
M. Verbickogo with words of 
the first stanza and refrain of 
product P.Chubinskogo.



The Ukrainian Flag consists of 
two horizontal fields: blue and 

yellow. They seem to remind that 
there are two very important things 
for people: the peaceful blue sky 

and stands of yellow ripened 
wheat, as the symbol of wel fare of 
our nation. The combination of the 
blue and yellow colours dates back 

to pre-Christian times.
They predominated on the flags of 

the Kyi van Rus and were 
prominent during the Cossack age.
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 My      Ukraine

There were three brothers: one 
of them was Kiy,

The name of the other one – 
Shchek, and the third brother 

was named Khoryv, 
and the name of their sister 

was Lybed.
Kiy set on the hill that is 

named Borychev step now,
And Shchek set on the hill 

that is known as 
Shchekovitsa

And Khoryv set on the third 
hill, so that was named after 

him – Khorevitsa.
And the city was created in 
honour of the eldest brother 
and the name of it - is Kiev.



     Ukraine is a country of 
Central-Eastern Europe with 

territory of 603, 7 thousand sq 
kilometers. It stretches for 893 

km from North to the South and 
for 1316 km from West to East. 
Ukraine is located in moderate 

latitudes and has outlets to 
Black and Azov Seas. The 

capital city is Kyiv.
Ukraine has land borders with 

the Russian Federation, the 
Republic of Belarus, the 

Republic of Poland, Slovak 
Republic, Hungary, Romania 
and the Republic of Moldova. 



   Kiev - The Capital of Ukraine

 
Kiev is a sight seeing 

with 
a population of nearly 
3 
million inhabitants 
situated 
on the Dnipro River, is 
the capital of Ukraine. 
 

 



Ukrainian Culture & Traditions 

Ukrainian culture is richly embedded 
in ancient traditions. Even today 
many 
historical songs such as the dumy 
and 
the playing of the kobza – which was 
popular during the 16th century – is 
still enjoyed. 
 


